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Abstract:

     In this research, the electrical conductance behavior of some salts with large 

cations have been studied. A series of pyridinium salts; (1-alkyl 4-[4-methoxy styrial] 

pyridinium) were prepared. The effect of the dielectric constant of the medium on the 

conductance parameters for the studied salts was studied in the pure solvents; 2-

methoxyethanol, 2-ethoxyethanol and acetonitrile. Also, the effect of the viscosity 

have been investigated by using different mixtures of solvents with the same value of 

dielectric constant. The data have been analyzed by using computer programs that 

employ Fuoss-Kraus-Shedlovsky (1938) and Fuoss (1975-1980) conductance 

equations. The limiting molar conductance at infinite dilution (Λο) and association 

constant (KA) were obtained by using FKS equation, while Λο, , KA and R were 

obtained from Fuoss (1975-1980) equation. From plotting Walden product (Λη°) 

versus the reciprocal of the molecular weight of the different salts, the anionic 

conductance at infinite dilution for     
  and    

  were evaluated. These values were 

used to calculate   
  for the cations of  different salts . Moreover, the ionic radii for 

Stokes and Gill (rS, rG) were calculated and their values were discussed and compared 

with the Gureny's diameter (R) values. The dependence of ion association and ion-

pair formation on the ionic size, dielectric constant and viscosity have been discussed. 

It was found that the solvent-separated ion pair (SSIP) model can be applied for the 

association of the different salts in the studied media.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Summary

    Studies on the transport properties of electrolytes in different solvent media are of 

great importance to obtain information about the solvation and association behavior of 

ions in solution. In this study, the conductance behavior of a series of  salts of 

pyridinium salt derivatives were investigated in pure and water mixed solvents’ 

media. Solvent properties such as the viscosity and relative permittivity also been 

taken into account in determining the extent of ionic association and solute–solvent 

interactions. 

    The present thesis comprises three chapters: the introduction, which deals with the 

following fields of interest: importance of  electrical conductivity, the nature of the 

electrolytes, ion association, electrical conductivity of solutions, ionic radii and 

literatures survey on the conductivity measurements in different media and at 

different conditions. Also the importance of the study and aim of the work were 

included. The experimental includes the following: preparation of 1-alkyl-4-[4-

methoxy styryl] pyridinium salts, purifications of solvents, determination of physical 

properties of solvents, which deals with the  following: density  measurements, 

viscosity measurements, dielectric constant calculation, electrical conductance 

measurements of solutions, which have four subjects to deal with: preparation of 

solutions in conductivity cell, resistance measurements, determination of cell 



constant, determination of the equivalent conductance for the salts solutions with 

different concentrations, the equations used for the analysis of the conductivity results 

obtained in this study.                                                                                       

The results and discussion: In the current research, measurements of the electrical 

conductivity for the salts; 1-alkyl 4-[4-methoxy styryl]  pyridinum bromides and 

iodides in pure solvents (ME, EE, AN) and in the isodielectric mixtures of these 

solvents with water that have the dielectric constant (40.30) were studied. The mole 

percent of the studied mixtures were: (62.00% ME, 77.80% EE, 90.00% AN).                                                                                                      

    To obtain the set of the conductivity constants for the studied salts the Kohlrausch 

equation was applied in order to get the primary electrical conductance at infinite 

dilution Λο for the, solutions of the salts under investigation. More accurate values of 

Λο, and other experimental parameters were obtained by employing  some computer 

programs,  which were developed by the supervisor of this work with the help of 

computer programmer. The first program, which is based on Fuoss-Kraus-Shedlovsky 

(FKS) equation, called SA program,  was used to obtain more accurate results for  Λο 

and for  the association constant values KA , the input to this program were  the values 

of Λο which were  obtained from the  Kohlrausch equation, the physical parameters of 

the solvent, and the temperature. The second program is based on Fuoss (1975-1980) 

equation, called New Scan program, and considered as part of Fuoss PARACOND 

programs. The Λο values obtained from the first program were used as input to the 

second program, the output were values of  Λο , KA and Gurney association distance 

(Gurney co-sphere R ). The Λο values obtained are considered most accurate because 

the program was scanning around R values with minimum standard deviation (Λ) of 

conductivity measurements. The second program was used in the case of ME and AN 



pure solvents, and 90.00% AN mixture. The New scan results of the other solvent 

systems (pure EE and mixtures of EE and ME) were not good enough to be 

introduced to the second program. 

   The derived conductivity constants have been discussed as follows: 

The discussion of the electrical conductance results of the salts of bromides and 

iodides of 1-alkyl 4-[4-methoxy styryl] pyridinum in pure solvents. 

Variation of Λο with cationic and anionic size; According to FKS and Fuoss 

(1975-1980) equations, the Λο  values were found to decrease as the cationic size 

increases for the salts with a common anion. Thus, the ionic conductance for the 

different cations decreased in the order: 

λ
ο

Me-MSP
+ >  λ

ο
Et-MSP

+ >  λ
ο

Pr-MSP
+
  >  λ

ο
Bu-MSP

+
  >  λ

ο
Pen-MSP

+
  > λ

ο
Hex-MSP

+  > λ
ο

Oct-MSP
+ 

    This behavior agree well with the changes in ions’ movements according to ionic 

size of the solvated ions. The small cations solvated in terms of ion – dipole 

interaction, while large ones solvated with the solvent breakers and structure maker 

solvation behavior.                                                                                      

    By a comparison between the values of the conductance at infinite dilution Λο of 

the studied salts with common cation, it was found that the anionic conductance for 

the different anions is in the order:  

λ
ο
I- > λ

ο
Br- 

     This behavior may be attributed to the high charge density of the bromide ion 

which effected  the solvation of this ion, thus bromide ion show more solvation and 

less mobility than the iodide ion.  

Variation of KA and/or R with cationic and anionic size; The KA values in the different 

solvents were found to increase with increasing the  cationic size but with some 



exceptions, this behavior indicates strong association and stable ion pairing formation 

for these ions in the studied media which tends the following order: 

KA(EE) > KA(ME) > KA(AN) 

    A comparison between the values of Λο and the association constants KA for the 

studied salts shows that Λο decreases by increasing KA values. The solvent – 

separated ion pair model (SSIP) can be applied, also the electrolyte-solvent interaction 

for a definite electrolyte was found differ from one solvent to another.  

   On the other hand, it can be easily seen that for salts with a common anion the 

predominant factor which governs the variation of KA will be cationic and anionic 

solvation depending on the charge density of the ions and the type of the solvent. In 

AN solvent, hydrophobic interactions may be absent. Moreover, due to the large size 

of salt ions, low anionic surface charge is expected and cations are likely to be less 

solvated. 

     According to Fuoss assumption for the R values, it was clear that R values for the 

different salts in the ME solvent represent Gurney co-sphere which includes numbers 

of conducting ion pairs, while in case of AN solvent, R values represent the contact 

distance in ion pair formation. In general, the stable values of R indicate that the 

number of ion pairs does not change while cationic size increases.  

In general, the conductance behavior of the salts in the three simple solvents takes the 

order: 

Λο AN > Λο ME > Λο EE

   This tendency clearly reflects the effect of each of the following factors: the 

dielectric constants of the solvents, DAN > DEE > DME, the viscosity, ηAN < ηME < ηEE, 

and the nature of the solvent, and the type solute solvent interaction in the media. This 

clearly appears from the nonlinearity of the ln KA & 100/D plot.                                                                                                                              



The results of the electrical conductance measurements of salts of bromides and 

iodides of 1-alkyl 4-[4-methoxy styryl] pyridinum in isodielectric mixtures: 

Variation of Λο with cationic and anionic size; the values of Λο for the studied salts 

with a common cation or with common anion have the same behavior as that observed 

in pure solvents. However, in case of ME and AN mixed solvents, the Λο values were 

found to be less than those in pure solvents. This behavior may be attributed to the 

effect of the water molecules in the media which rise the viscosity of the mixture. 

This can be explained on the basis of increased ion – solvent and solvent – solvent 

interactions. When the water molecules are  added to salt solution in mixed solvents, 

they abstract some of the pure solvent molecules from the neighborhood of the cation. 

The bulk water molecules or solvent mixture molecules occupy such vacancies. Due 

to this, the size of the solvated ion increases leading to a decrease in conductivity. ME 

and AN solvents have also tendency to associate through  hydrogen bonding not only 

with its own molecules but also with water molecules, this makes ion mobility 

become more slow and that gives more chance for the ions to form more ion pairs.                                                        

     An interesting result appears when the values of the limiting molar conductance in 

pure EE are compared with those in mixed EE solvent, where higher values appear in 

mixed solvent. Due to the occurrence of more free (or less associated) ions in the 

solution. This trend may be attributed to the either viscosity or dielectric constant or 

to the both factors. So, it can be said that the dielectric constant have a pronounce 

effect on the short range electrostatic interaction between the soluble ions in solution, 

producing specific effects on ion solvation and association in water- EE system.                                                       



Variation of KA and/or R with cationic and anionic size; it was observed that the 

behavior of KA values for the different salts follows the same order as in the pure 

solvents, since the KA values increase in the order: 

KA (90.00% EE) > KA (62.00% ME) > KA (90.00% AN) 

 In this case the effect of viscosity and ion pair – solvent interaction were taken into 

account in discussion of the obtained results. Also, the solvent – separated ion pair 

model (SSIP) can be applied in the isodielectric mixtures as in case of the simple 

solvents.   

    According to Fuoss assumption about the R values, the values obtained for the 

different salts in 90.00% AN mixed solvent expressed the contact distance. It can be 

said that in this mixed media the formed ion pairs will be isolated by the water 

molecules due to the hydrogen bonds.   

Variation of the change in free energy (ΔG); From ΔG values, it was obvious that the 

salts prefer to associate as ion pairs rather than dissociate in all the studied media in 

both pure solvents and isodielectric mixtures. The negative values of ΔG increase as 

in the following order: 

-ΔG (EE) > -ΔG (ME) > -ΔG (AN) 

-ΔG (77.80% EE) > -ΔG (62.00% ME) > -ΔG (90.00% AN) 

According, the more negative  ΔG values indicate an increase in the electrostatic part 

of enthalpy and decrease in the entropy of ion pair formation in the studied media. 

Thus, the ΔG values supported the application of the solvent – separated ion pair 

model (SSIP). 



Variation in ionic conductance values and ionic radii; By using Sadek and Hafez 

equation, the ionic conductance   
  (anion and cation) were determined in all of the 

studied media. The obtained ionic conductance values were used to calculate the 

Stokes's
 
and Gill's radii. 

    A comparison between the values of (r+  + r-)s, (r+  + r-)G and R which were obtained 

from Fuoss (1975-1980) equations for some of the systems, indicate that Gill's radius 

was more suitable to represent the solvated radius than Stokes's radius in all studied 

media. In case of AN, the R values which represent the contact distance, was smaller 

than those of Stokes's and Gill's. This observation may be due to the overlapping of 

the solvated shells of ions when they are attracted to each other.  

    This shows that Gill's equation can be successfully used to explain ion – dipole 

interactions and also the SSIP model can be applied for the association of the studied 

salts in the different media.                                                                                                     

    

     

 


